
Chemical Bonding

AP Chemistry Unit 6



Overview
 Bonding (Interatomic/Intramolecular forces) - this involves 

ATTACHMENTS between different atoms.

 Intermolecular forces (IMFs) - this involves TEMPORARY 

ATTRACTIONS between separate molecules. Unit 7

 Bonding within a molecule will heavily influence the types of attractions 

between separate molecules. Therefore, it makes sense to start with 

bonding first



Why do bonds form?

 This goes back to the concept of what drives chemical 

reactions.

 Bonds form due to increased stability.

 What drives increased stability? Getting to a lower energy 

level.

 In order for bonds to form (unless it is forced) - the drive is 

that the bonded atoms are at a lower energy when together than 

when separated.



Review
 Octet rule: atoms tend to gain, lose, or share electrons in order to acquire 

eight valence electrons

 2 Types of chemical bonds

◼ Ionic bond – transfer of electron

◼ Covalent bond – sharing of electrons 

 Ionic bond - bonding due to electrostatic attraction (opposite charges 

attract); Coulomb’s Law applies here

 Ions in an ionic compound are arranged in a repeating pattern known as a 
crystal lattice.

 Ionic compound properties are related to ionic bond strength.



Review
 Covalent bonds – sharing of electrons between atoms

◼ Atoms gain stability when they share electrons and form covalent 

bonds (full octet, or duet for H)

◼ Sharing valence electrons with other atoms also results in noble-gas 

electron configurations - octet rule 

◼ Shared electrons are counted as owned by both atoms

◼ A molecule is composed of two or more elements that are 

covalently bonded.

 Ionic bonds form formula units or ionic compounds

 Covalent bonds can occur between same elements

◼ Diatomic elements – H2, N2, O2, F2, Cl2, Br2, I2



Review
 Chemical Bonding

◼ Nature is striving for a lower energy state

◼ For atoms approach to form bonds:

 2 “bad” things happen – E/E repulsion and P/P repulsion

 1 “good” thing happens – electron/proton attraction.

◼ When the attractive forces offset the repulsive forces the energy of the 

atoms decreases and a bond forms. 

 3 types Covalent Bonds

◼ Single – share one pair of electrons       H:H  or H-H

◼ Double – share two pairs of electrons     O :: O or  O=O 

◼ Triple – share three pair of electrons       N::: N  or  = N  



Lewis Structures

A Lewis structure is a graphic representation of the electron distribution 

around atoms

 The reason for learning to draw Lewis structures is to predict the 

number and type of bonds that may be formed around an atom. 

Steps for drawing Lewis Diagram

1. Count all the valence electrons

2. Determine the central atom (the element there is only one of)

3. Draw single bonds to the central atom

4. Put all remaining valence electrons on atoms as lone pairs

5. Turn lone pairs into double or triple bonds to give every atom an octet 

(or duet)



Lewis Structures

 Represent chemical bonds between atoms as shared electrons and VE as dots.

◼ Bonding pair – shared pair of electrons

◼ Lone pair (nonbonding electrons) – electrons not involved in bonding

◼ Single Bond - 1 pair of shared electrons

◼ Double bonds – 2 pairs of shared electrons

◼ Triple bonds – 3 pairs of shared electrons



Lewis Structures
 Octet Rule:  Elements form stable molecules when surrounded by 8 

electrons

◼ Multiple bonds are most often formed by C,N,O, P and S atoms 

C-NOPS

 Exceptions:

◼ Duet rule – Hydrogen forms stable molecules when 2 electrons are 

shared.

◼ 2nd row elements B and Be often have fewer than 8 electrons around 

themselves - they are very reactive.

◼ 3rd row and heavier elements CAN exceed the octet rule using empty 

valence d orbitals.

◼ When writing Lewis structures, satisfy octets first, then place electrons 

around elements having available d orbitals.



Chemical Bonding
 Covalent Bonds:

◼ Polar and non-polar

◼ Dipole moments – separation of the charge in a molecule; product of 

the size of the charge and the distance of separation.

 Molecules with a somewhat negative and a somewhat positive 

end have dipole moments.  

 Arrows are used to indicate DPM from positive toward negative.

 If octet rule is obeyed AND all the surrounding bonds are the 

same all DPM should cancel our and the molecule is NON polar.  



Polar & Non-polar covalent bonds
 Covalently bonded molecules are either polar or 

non-polar

 Unequal sharing of electrons results in a Polar 
covalent bond

◼ Polar covalent bonds form when atoms pull on 
electrons in a molecule unequally

◼ charges at the ends of the bonds called a dipole

◼ A molecule is POLAR if: the central atom as a 
lone pair

◼ Polar molecules align with an electric field

 Example:  Water

 Non-polar molecules are not attracted by an 
electric field



Bond Characterization

 Based on electronegativity differences

◼ < .3 – Non polar covalent

◼ .4-1.7 – Polar covalent

◼ >1.7 – Ionic



Determining Bond Character with 

Electronegativity

 The character of a bond depends on how strongly 

each of the bonded atoms attracts electrons

◼ Bonding is often not clearly ionic or covalent

 You can subtract the electronegativities of the 

elements in the compound to determine the 

character and bond type

H20

Electronegativity O = 3.44

Electronegativity H = 2.20

Difference               = 1.24

Polar covalent !

Since Oxygen electronegativity 

is higher than that of hydrogen, 

the shared pair of electrons are 

closer to Oxygen.  Making the 

Oxygen end of the compound 

more negative



Electron Affinity, Electronegativity, 

and Bond Character

 Electron affinity measure the tendency of an atom to accept an electron

◼ Noble gases are not listed because they do not form compounds



Resonance Structures
 Resonance is a condition that occurs when 

more than one valid Lewis structure can be 

written for a molecule or ion

 The molecule behaves as though it has only 

one structure

This figure shows three 
correct ways to draw 
the structure for 
(NO3)

-1



Formal Charge
 Used to determine the most accurate bonding (Lewis structure) of a 

compound or molecule that may have many nonequivalent structures

◼ Which of possible different Lewis structures is correct???. – USE 

FORMAL CHARGE

 Formal Charge - The difference between the number of valence electrons 

on the free element and the number of electrons assigned to the atom in the 

molecule. 

◼ The formal charge of a molecule or ion must equal the charge of the ion

◼ Atoms in molecules or ions should have formal charges as small as 

possible (closest to 0)

◼ A molecule or ion is most stable when any negative formal charge 

resides on the most electronegative atom. 



Formal Charge
Formal Charge answers 2 big questions!

1. Why does NH4
+ have a positive charge?

2. If multiple Lewis structures possible, which one is correct?

 Defined as:

◼ Formal Charge = group number – [# of lone electrons –

2(# of bonding electrons)]

 WAY EAISER

◼ FC = Velectrons – (Bond + Dots)
◼ FC = Should - Has



Strength of Covalent Bonds
 The strength depends on the distance between the two nuclei, or bond 

length

◼ As length increases, strength decreases!!!

 The amount of energy required to break a bond is called the bond 

dissociation energy

◼ The shorter the bond length, the greater the energy required to break it

◼ As the number of shared electron pairs increase the bond length 

decreases

 Shorter the bond, the stronger the bond.  

◼ Example thinking of breaking a pencil



Bond Properties

 Bond length – the distance between the nuclei of two bonded atoms.

◼ This is reduced by adding multiple bonds since it increases the 

electron density between the two nuclei. 

◼ the greater number of electron pairs between a pair of atoms, the 

shorter the bond.

 Bond Energy – energy required to break 1 mole of a bond in gaseous 

phase.

◼ Always positive (takes energy to break a bond)

◼ Stronger bonds are more stable (shorter is stronger)

◼ Exothermic = weak bonds to break and strong bonds form

◼ Endothermic = strong bonds break and weak bonds form



Bond Properties

 Bond Energy and Enthalpy

◼ Bonds in reactants are broken while bonds in 

products are formed.  

◼ ∆H = reactants – products (bonds broken – bonds 

formed)

 Energy absorbed is less than energy released in 

exothermic reaction.

 Energy absorbed is greater than energy released in 

endothermic reactions.



Bond Properties

 Bond Energy and Enthalpy

◼ Bonds in reactants are broken while bonds in 

products are formed.  

◼ ∆H = reactants – products (bonds broken – bonds 

formed)

 Energy absorbed is less than energy released in 

exothermic reaction.

 Energy absorbed is greater than energy released in 

endothermic reactions.



Endothermic Reaction

Endothermic reaction     Reactants + energy               Products

 Endothermic reactions draw in and store energy in the form of chemical 

bonds produced by the reaction.

 In an endothermic reaction, the product contains more net energy than the 

reactants did at the start of the process

◼ Basically it takes more energy to make, than you get from breaking it 

apart the product

 From a chemistry standpoint, there is no such thing as cold -- only an 

absence of heat. Endothermic reactions draw heat energy into themselves. 

As that heat leaves the surrounding area, the temperature drops.



Exothermic Reaction

 An exothermic reaction more energy is released than is 

required to break the bonds in the initial reactants

◼ Reactants               Products + energy

◼ An exothermic reaction sheds heat energy as the reaction 

progresses, meaning it radiates heat while it is going on.



VSEPR Model
 The shape of a molecule 

determines many of its physical 

and chemical properties

 Molecular geometry (shape) can 

be determined with the Valence 

Shell Electron Pair Repulsion 

model, or VSEPR model which 

minimizes the repulsion of shared 

and unshared atoms around the 

central atom.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:AX1E0-3D-balls.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Linear-3D-balls.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Bent-3D-balls.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:AX2E2-3D-balls.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:AX2E3-3D-balls.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:AX3E1-3D-balls.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:AX4E0-3D-balls.png


Molecule Shape

 Molecular geometries take into account the number of atoms and the 

number of Lone Pair electrons

◼ Electrons will distribute themselves to minimize repulsions between 

pairs of electrons

 Causing  the chemical  bonds they form to stay as far apart as 

possible

 The main geometries without one pair elections are:  VSEPR Video (11 mins)

◼ Linear

◼ Trigonal

◼ Tetrahedral

◼ Trigonal bipyramidal

◼ Octahedral

Lone Pair

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Moj85zwdULg


VSEPR geometries
 Depends on 2 factors

1. # of lone pair electrons

2. # of atoms surrounding central atom

 Steric Number is the # of domains (atoms & electrons pairs) bonded to 

the central atom

◼ Only worried about electron pairs on Central Atom

 How to Determine Molecular Geometry – YouTube: This video 

describes one method for quickly finding the major geometrical shapes for 

simple molecules.  (20 Mins)  On my Webpage

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nxebQZUVvTg


Structural vs Molecular Geometry
 We consider both lone electron pairs and bond electron pairs 

while determining the shape of the molecule in 

Structural/electron geometry. 

 In molecular geometry only consider bond atoms.

Structural/Electronic 

Geometry - Tetrahedral

Molecular  Geometry- Bent



VSEPR Model

Lone Pair

Center Atom

Atom Attached to 

Central Atom



VSEPR Model

 Electron pairs repel each other and cause 

molecules to be in fixed positions relative 

to each other

 Unshared electron pairs also determine the 

shape of a molecule (LONE PAIRS)

 Electron pairs are located in a molecule as 

far apart as they can be



Bond Properties

 Bond Energy and Enthalpy

◼ Bonds in reactants are broken while bonds in 

products are formed.  

◼ ∆H = reactants – products (bonds broken – bonds 

formed)

 Energy absorbed is less than energy released in 

exothermic reaction.

 Energy absorbed is greater than energy released in 

endothermic reactions.



Hybridization

 Hybridization is a process in which atomic orbitals mix and form new, 

identical hybrid orbitals

 Carbon often undergoes hybridization, which forms an sp3 orbital formed 

from one  s orbital and three p orbitals

◼ Carbon 1s2 2s2 2p2

◼ Hybridization Carbon 1s2 2s1p3

◼ Lone electrons will occupy hybrid orbitals

 Allows Single, double, and triple bonds to occur in one hybrid orbital



Hybridization

 sp3

◼ 4 sites, 4letters, 4 orbitals 

 sp2

◼ 3 sites , 3 letters , 3 orbitals 

◼ Often associated with a double bond

 sp

◼ 2 sites, 2 letters, 2 orbitals

◼ Often associated with a triple bond



Hybridization

Type of Hybridization Electron Geometry # of Electron Groups

sp Linear 2

sp2 Trigonal Planar 3

sp3 Tetrahedral 4

dsp3 Trigonal bipyramidal 5

d2sp3 Octahedral 6



Double & Triple Bonds
 A pi bond is formed when parallel orbital's overlap and share electrons

◼ A Double & Triple bond consists of one sigma bond and at least one pi 

bond 

◼ Electrons being shared from S and P subshells (Reason called pi Bond)



Sigma and Pi Bonds

Sigma () bonds exist in the region directly between two bonded 

atoms.

Pi () bonds exist in the region above and below a line drawn 

between two bonded atoms.

Single bond 1 sigma bond

Double Bond 1 sigma, 1 pi bond

Triple Bond 1 sigma, 2 pi bonds



Review: Main Idea’s
 Specific rules are used when naming binary molecular compounds and 

binary acids

 Atoms gain stability when they share electrons and form covalent bonds

 Structural formulas show the relative positions of atoms within a molecule

 The VSEPR model is used to determine molecular shape

 Electronegativity: the relative ability of an atom to attract electrons in a 

chemical bond

 A chemical bond’s character is related to each atom’s attraction for the 

electrons in the bond



Properties of Covalent Compounds
 Covalent bonds between atoms are strong, but attraction forces between 

molecules are weak.

 The weak attraction forces are known as van der Waals forces.

 The forces vary in strength but are weaker than the bonds in a molecule or 
ions in an ionic compound

 Non-polar molecules exhibit a weak dispersion force, or induced dipole. 
The force between two oppositely charged ends of two polar molecules is 
a dipole-dipole force.

 A hydrogen bond is an especially strong dipole-dipole force between a 
hydrogen end of one dipole and a fluorine, oxygen, or nitrogen atom on 
another dipole.

 Weak forces result in the relatively low melting and boiling points of 
molecular substances.

 Many covalent molecules are relatively soft solids.



Extra Information follows



Exceptions to Octet Rules
 Some molecules do not obey the octet rule

 A small group of molecules might have an odd number of 

valence electrons.

 NO2 has five valence electrons from nitrogen and 12 from 

oxygen and cannot form an exact number of electron pairs

 A few compounds form stable configurations with less than 

8 electrons around the atom—a suboctet.

 A coordinate covalent bond forms when one atom donates 

both of the electrons to be shared with an atom or ion that 

needs two electrons.



Exceptions to the Octet Rule (cont)
 A third group of compounds has central atoms with more than eight 

valence electrons, called an expanded octet

 Elements in period 3 or higher have a  d-orbital and can form more than 

four covalent bonds



Polar Covalent bonds

 Compare Water and CCl4

◼ Both are polar by subtracting electronegativities

◼ But only water is a polar molecule because of the shape of 

the molecule



Ionic Bonding and Coulomb’s Law

So how strongly “bonded” are things in ionic solids?

It depends on:

1. How + or - things are (the greater the difference in charge, the 

stronger the attraction)

2. How close together things are (the lower the radius, the stronger the 

attraction)

You can predict everything you need to know about an ionic

solid based off this.



Extra - Chemical Bonding

 Ionic Bonding results from cations and anions in a 
regular array called a crystal lattice.
◼ Water must overcome the ion-ion attractions to dissolve 

ionic substance.
 Size and charge affect this.  

◼ Lattice energy is the energy contained in the crystal 
lattice.
 Can be calculated by:

 K is a proportionality constant that depends on the structure of 
the solid and the electron configurations of the ions. 

Q Q1 2Lattice Energy = k
r

 
 
 
 


